
PRIVACY POLICY AND CONSENT TO PROCESSING OF PERSONAL 
USER DATA 
 
"Privacy and Personal Data Processing Policy" (hereinafter the "Policy") is 
a document that defines the order of processing, systematization and 
disclosure of personal information provided by the Internet user (hereinafter 
the "User"), who visited the website, available on the network 
under the unique domain name https://tft-boosting.com (hereinafter the 
"Site").  
The owner of the Site and personal data operator is INDIVIDUAL 
ENTREPRENEUR Chepuryaev Alexei Alexandrovich, IDNN 
246511869265, OGRNIP 315246800037207, the address is c. 
Krasnoyarsk, 45a 9 Maya, bldg. 77, having the rights to the site. 
 
 
 
1. GENERAL PROVISIONS 
 
1.1 By leaving the data on the Website the User gives his/her unconditional 
consent to the processing of his/her personal information, both uploaded by 
the User and received by the Operator in the automated mode, as a result 
of the User's actions.  
1.2 The personal information is the personal information, uploaded by the 
User on the Website, as well as received in the process of the usage of the 
Website, which allows to identify the User as a physical person - subject of 
legal relations.  
1.3 For any appeals to the Operator the User has to use the initially 
specified e-mail address or cell phone number.  
1.4 Any personal information which is uploaded by the User on the Website 
is perceived by the Operator "as is" and isn't subject to the preliminary 
check of the reliability. The burden of responsibility for the reliability of the 
information, provided on the Website, is borne by the User personally.  
1.5 When disclosing or providing information, the Operator complies with 
the confidentiality requirements, established by art. 7 of the Federal Law of 
27.07.2006 № 152-FZ "On Personal Data", and measures to ensure the 
security of personal data during their processing, established by art. 19 
Federal Law of 27.07.2006 #152-FZ "On Personal Data".  
1.6 The Operator is also entitled to carry out automated processing of 
information submitted by the User.  
1.7 In accordance with the Federal Law No. 242-FZ of July 21, 2014 all 
personal data of the User is stored on the server located on the territory of 
the Russian Federation.  
 
2. PROCESSED DATA 
 

https://tft-boosting.com/


2.1 The User gives unconditional consent to the Operator to process the 
following of his data:  
2.1.1. User's email addresses;  
2.1.2. User's contact phone number;  
2.1.3. Passwords for User's account.  
2.2 All the User's data are used by the Operator only for the purposes 
specified in this Policy and are kept until the User withdraws their consent 
or the Website is closed (whichever comes first).  
 
3. PURPOSE AND PRINCIPLES OF DATA PROCESSING 
 
3.1 The processing of the User's email information shall be for the purpose 
of:  
3.1.1. To provide User's account on the Site;  
3.1.2 Providing access to the database of users of the service in 
accordance with the interface of the Website;  
3.1.3 Performing a paid subscription to a license that provides access to 
non-public areas of the Site;  
3.1.4 Sending the User marketing information of the Operator, including 
sending newsletters regarding the Site, information about the Operator's 
promotions and other similar information.  
3.2 Processing of personal information is based on:  
3.2.1. On the principles of lawfulness and fairness;  
3.2.2. Based on processing only such information that meets the purposes 
of processing;  
3.2.3. compliance of the content and volume of processed information with 
the stated processing purposes.  
3.3 The Operator also has the right to use the User's personal information 
for the purposes, which are not contrary to the current legislation of the 
Russian Federation.  
3.4 The User agrees that the processed personal information is not 
excessive in relation to the declared purposes of its processing.  
 
4. DATA TRANSFER AND DELETION 
 
4.1 When you add information on the Site, as well as in the process of its 
use, such information is not publicly available.  
4.2 The Operator doesn't collect, store and process the User's payment 
instruments data, such data are processed directly by the banks and other 
payment services, having appropriate licenses and certificates for such 
activities. 
4.3 The Operator shall transfer the User's personal information only in 
cases directly provided by the legislation of the Russian Federation and 
international agreements.  



4.4 Provision of Users' personal information at the request of public 
authorities (local authorities) is carried out in the manner prescribed by the 
legislation of the Russian Federation.  
The information, posted by the User on the Website, is kept for the entire 
period of the usage of the Website, and in case of the User's application for 
the deletion of its data, for the period, determined by the Operator, but not 
more than 6 (six) months from the moment of the receipt of the respective 
User's application.  
 
 
5. ENSURING SECURITY OF DATA PROCESSING 
 
5.1 The operator takes technical and organizational-legal measures in 
order to ensure protection of personal information of the User from illegal or 
accidental access to it, destruction, change, blocking, copying, distribution, 
as well as from other unlawful actions.  
5.2 In order to ensure the security of personal information, the Operator 
takes the following measures:  
5.2.1 Determine threats to the security of personal information during its 
processing on the Site;  
5.2.2 Apply organizational and technical measures to ensure security of 
personal information during its processing;  
5.2.3 Information protection means, which passed the conformity 
assessment procedure in accordance with the established procedure, are 
applied;  
5.2.4 Evaluation of efficiency of measures taken to ensure security of 
personal information is performed;  
5.2.5 Procedures are adopted to detect facts of 
of unauthorized access to personal information are taken;  
5.2.6 Personal information, modified or destroyed as a result of 
unauthorized access to it, is restored;  
5.2.7 The rules of access to personal information, processed on the 
Website, as well as registration and accounting of all actions, performed 
with personal information on the Website, are established;  
5.2.8 Continuous control over the measures taken to ensure the security of 
personal information.  
5.3 The Operator doesn't bear responsibility for the actions of the third 
parties, which got access to the User's personal information as a result of 
unauthorized access to the Site, as well as due to other illegal actions, 
performed by the third parties, when the Operator couldn't foresee or 
prevent them.  
 
6.FINAL PROVISIONS  
 



6.1 The present document is publicly available and its current version is 
always available on the Site's page at the link - https://tft-
boosting.com/privacy-en.pdf.  
6.2 The Operator has the right to change the text of the Policy unilaterally 
without prior notification of the User. The responsibility for timely 
familiarization with the current version of the "Privacy Policy" is entirely on 
the User.  
6.3 The Policy is an integral part of the User Agreement, published on the 
pages of the Website. The User must read this Policy in its entirety before 
registering on the Site. The User's registration on the Website means the 
User's full and unconditional acceptance of the present Policy and consent 
to the collection, storage and processing of their personal information, both 
uploaded by the User and received by the Operator in the automated 
mode, as a result of their actions, according to the art. 438 of the Civil Code 
of the Russian Federation. All disagreements and disputes arising in 
connection with the use of the User's personal information shall be 
resolved in the manner prescribed by the User Agreement. 
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